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**General Introduction in Psychology (5 ec)**
- Open to all

**Sport Psychology (4 ec)**
- Open to all

**Human Motor Control and Sport (4 ec)**
- Open to all

**Neurophysiology of Cognition and Behaviour (4 ec)**
- Open to students Taalwetenschap/Linguistics and Philosophy only

**Interpersonal Relationships (4 ec)**
- Open to students Business Administration / Public Administration / Communication Science / Pedagogiek only

**Work Psychology (4 ec)**
- Open to students Business Administration / Public Administration only

**Psychology of Happiness (6 ec)**
- Open to all

**Behaviour & Environment (G&E, 6 ec)**
- Open to students Communication Science only

**Learning, remembering, forgetting (4 ec)**
- Open to students Medicine, Biology, Biomedical Science, Linguistics only

**Organisational Psychology (4 ec)**
- Open to students Business Administration / Public Administration, and Artificial Intelligence only

**Consciousness and Perception (4 ec)**
- Open to students Medicine, Biology, Biomedical Science, Linguistics, Philosophy, and Artificial Intelligence only

**Psychology of Sexuality (4 ec)**
- Open to all

**Psychology general**
- Open to all

**Domain Brain & Cognition**
- Open to all

**Domain Behaviour & Environment**
- Open to all

**Domain Development & Mental Health**
- Open to all
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